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Extensible Firmware Abstraction

BACKGROUND

[0001] Firmware includes machine readable instructions that interface

directly with the computing hardware. During boot up, the firmware is typically

read from a nonvolatile memory source. The firmware sets up the hardware

and a firmware interface so that control of the system can be passed to the

operating system. At runtime, when the operating system is in control of the

computer, the firmware provides additional services to the operating system.

[0002] Firmware may be divided into a series of modules. These

modules may be helpful for developing firmware because the modules

encapsulate sets of instructions to perform more complex tasks. These

modules may be used across diverse computing platforms to reduce

development time and effort. However, the various computing platforms may

need to execute the modules in a specific order or after completion of other

modules or executables. Additionally, the computing platforms may use

different addressing techniques that need to be accommodated by the

firmware. To accommodate these different platform dependencies, a firmware

developer may customize one or more of the modules for each of the different

computing platforms. However, this customization can be undesirable for

several reasons. Creating multiple versions of the firmware modules is

expensive and the new firmware modules have a much greater chance of

containing an error or creating conflicts with the hardware or other modules.

Additionally, updating the multiple versions of the firmware modules can be

laborious and may create additional errors. It is desirable to abstract the



execution and/or function of a firmware module without altering source code in

the shared module itself.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] The accompanying drawings illustrate various examples of the

principles described herein and are a part of the specification. The illustrated

examples are merely examples and do not limit the scope of the claims.

[0004] Fig. 1 is a diagram of a firmware repository that contains modules

for use in firmware and the use of those modules in creating firmware for

different computing platforms, according to one example of principles

described herein.

[0005] Fig. 2A is a diagram of various files and entries used to create

additional dependencies with a null library for execution of firmware on a

specific platform, according to one example of principles described herein.

[0006] Fig. 2B is a flowchart for creating an extensible firmware interface

abstraction, according to one example of principles described herein.

[0007] Fig. 3 is a flowchart of a method for creating a firmware

addressing abstraction, according to one example of principles described

herein.

[0008] Throughout the drawings, identical reference numbers designate

similar, but not necessarily identical, elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] Computing platform software is a set of machine readable

instructions that directs the computing system to perform specific functions.

Platform software includes firmware, device drivers and an operating system.

The platform software acts as an intermediary between hardware that makes

up the computing system and applications that are running on the computing

system. Firmware includes machine readable instructions that are stored in

nonvolatile memory such as ROM, EPROM, or flash memory. The firmware



directly interfaces with hardware in the computing system. The operating

system operates a higher level to provide common services for applications

running on the computing system. Examples of operating systems include

Mac OS X , Windows 8 , Linux, iOS, Android, and HP-UX. Many modern

computing systems also include an interface between the firmware and

operating system layers. This interface is often defined by a specification

called the Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI).

[0010] The UEFI defines services that the firmware interface should

provide. These services are defined under two main classes: boot services

and runtime services. At boot time the firmware has control of the computer

system and sets up the hardware and firmware interface so that control of the

system can be passed to the operating system. At runtime, when the

operating system is in control of the computer, the firmware provides

additional services to the operating system.

[001 ] To prepare the computer system to run the operating system, the

firmware executes a series of instruction modules. These modules may be

helpful for developing firmware because they encapsulate sets of instructions

to perform more complex tasks. Ideally, these modules could be written and

used for one platform and then reused in a different platform to perform a

similar task. This modularity could significantly decrease the amount of time

and money required to develop firmware for new computing platforms. The

developers could simply select the modules needed and use them as building

blocks for the new platform. These preexisting modules ("reference code")

have a number of advantages, including time tested stability and compatibility.

However, in practice, minor differences between platforms and operating

systems can require that the various modules be rewritten/modified.

[0012] If a developer changes the reference code he or she is using, the

changes may cause a variety of problems in the development process. To

make a change to the reference code requires the developer to have a good

understanding of how the functions in the reference code operate and the

effects of modifying these functions. Gaining this understanding may be time

consuming for the developer. Also, the developer may misunderstand the



proper way to change the code and end up introducing errors. A change to

one portion of the reference code may lead to a need to change other parts as

well; these changes may trigger the need for yet more changes, and so on.

[0013] These problems are compounded when more than one platform

shares the reference code. A change to fix an issue in one platform may

cause an error to occur for another platform. This may lead developers to

create separate sets of sources for different platforms. If this occurs, the

developers will produce several sources that are almost exactly the same,

except for a few minor differences. This makes maintaining the code more

difficult and costly. For example, a change may need to be made to portion of

the code that is common to the several sources. Instead of simply changing

one file, the developer has to find all the similar sources and make the change

in each file. Each of these files will then need to be tested individually.

[0014] Original developers of the reference code may release an updated

version of their firmware. If firmware developers have changed the reference

code they use and want to incorporate the updated version, (this may include

desirable performance improvements and error corrections) then they will

have to go through a difficult and time consuming merge process where the

developers examine all the updated code and their own changes to make sure

there are no conflicts or errors introduced by the merge. This may increase

the cost of merging updates to a point that developers will be discouraged

from doing so.

[0015] The principles described below relate to systems and methods for

sharing a firmware module(s) between platforms with different execution

dependencies or different runtime constraints. As discussed above, it can be

desirable to share common firmware modules across multiple computing

platforms. However, some platforms may need to impose additional execution

dependency conditions on some modules. For example, these additional

execution dependency conditions may include other code or events that must

be executed prior to the execution of the firmware module. Typically, these

dependencies would be included using EDK I I depex expressions. These



depex expressions modify the firmware modules by defining conditions for

executing or dispatching an entry point.

[0016] It can be problematic to modify a shared module directly to add

platform-specific dependencies because this change could impact other

platforms that use the shared module. However, the principles described

below allow for a dependency to be added to the module without direct

modification of the module itself. A separate library or library class is created

that accommodates the peculiarities of a specific computing platform. This

separate library or library class includes the needed execution dependencies

for a computing platform and/or method/protocols compatible with the platform

specific runtime constraints. For example, a null library with execution

dependencies that are need for a shared firmware module can be created for

a specific computing platform. In the platform specific DSC file, the shared

firmware module is associated with the null library created for that platform.

The needed dependencies and/or runtime constraints for the shared firmware

module are inherited from the null library. This allows the platform specific

dependencies to be added without modifying the shared module.

[0017] Firmware modules may define a hardware interface that is utilized

by the operating system to access the hardware, including memory and

registers. However, different hardware platforms may be configured to use

different addressing schemes. The shared firmware modules may need to

be modified/customized for these different processor architectures As

discussed above, this can be time consuming and risky. The principles

described below teach principles that can be used to accommodate different

addressing schemes without requiring changes to the firmware modules.

These modifications to the firmware allow for greater abstraction of shared

firmware modules between different processor architectures. This results in

more rapid creation, easier maintenance and increased reliability of firmware

for the different processor architectures.

[0018] In the following description, for purposes of explanation, numerous

specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of

the present systems and methods. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled



in the art that the present apparatus, systems and methods may be practiced

without these specific details. Reference in the specification to "an example"

or similar language means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic

described in connection with the example is included in at least that one

example, but not necessarily in other examples.

[0019] Fig. 1 shows a firmware repository (105) that contains various

firmware modules ( 1 10, 115, 118, 120, 125, 130). Some of these modules

( 1 10, 115, 118) are applicable to multiple computing platforms and are labeled

"shared modules." However, as discussed above, differences between the

computing platforms do not allow the shared modules to be completely

compatible with all of the computing platforms. In this implementation,

instead of directly modifying the shared modules for each platform, a number

of platform specific modules (120, 125, 130) are created. These platform

specific modules allow the shared modules to be used without modification.

This maintains the modularity and reliability of the shared modules. In this

example, the platform specific modules include "Null Library A" (120), "Null

Library B" (125) and a "Translation Library Class" (130).

[0020] Fig. 1 also shows examples of firmware implementations on two

different computing platforms (135,170). Computing platform X (135) includes

a processor X (140), Random Access Memory (RAM) (145), Read Only

Memory (ROM) (150), nonvoltatile memory (155) and various I/O modules

(160). The firmware (165) for the computing platform X includes shared

module 1 ( 1 10), shared module 2 ( 115), shared module 3 ( 1 18), a null library

A (120), an INF file (122) that is internal to the null library A , and a DSC file

(124). The components shown for computing platform X are only examples.

There may be a number of additional components, including additional

hardware components (such as multiple processors), additional components

in the firmware, and additional software components (such as an operating

system). A DSC file is a plain text file used by the firmware to store description

information, such a listing of firmware modules, associations between

firmware modules, and other parameters. An INF file (also known as a "Setup

Information File" or "Build File") specifies the source files to be built for a



module, the dependencies for the module and other information about the

module. The INF file contains various sections with each of the sections

containing one or more line items. For example, a [DEPEX] section of the

INF file may list the order in which the various listed files are to be executed

and dependency relationships. In this example, the term "dependency" refers

to any of a number of events that need to occur prior to the execution of one of

the shared modules. Thus, a specific shared module should not be executed

before the successful performance of these events.

[0021] In one example, computing platform X (135) may be an x86

platform and the processor X may be an x86 processor(s). This x86 platform

uses hardware based on the Intel 8086 CPU and includes a specific

instruction set. In this example, the x86 hardware requires specific

dependencies that are not inherently present in shared firmware modules 1, 2 ,

and 3 . In one simple example, in order for module 1 to execute, it must first

wait until the module 3 is executed. Some time later module 2 tries to execute

but cannot because the module 1 is still waiting on the module 3 to finish. The

early execution of module 2 can results in errors in the firmware execution.

Module 2 lacks a dependency based on the completion of module 1.

[0022] As explained below, these additional dependencies can be

supplied by the null library A (120) and listed in the INF file (122) and DSC file

(124) . The inclusion of the null library A (120) and modifications to the INF

and DSC files (122, 124) allow for the appropriate dependency to be included

without any modifications to the shared modules. This preserves the

modularity of the shared files.

[0023] Computing platform Y (170) includes a processor Y (175), RAM

(145), ROM (150), nonvoltatile memory (155) and various I/O modules (160).

The firmware (167) for the computing platform Y includes shared module 1

( 1 10), shared module 3 ( 1 18), translation library class ( 130), a null library B

(125) , an INF file (126), and a DSC file (128). The components shown for

computing platform Y are only examples. A variety of additional or alternative

components may be present. In this example, computing platform Y (170)

may be a Hewlett-Packard UniX (HP-UX®) platform and the processor Y (175)



may be an Itanium® processor. The HP-UX platform may include a number of

dependencies during the boot phase. As discussed below, these

dependencies may be accommodated by inclusion of the appropriate null

library(s) (125) and modifications to the INF and DSC files (126, 128) to allow

for the appropriate dependency to be included without any modifications to the

shared modules. This preserves the modularity of the shared files.

Additionally, platform Y (170) may use a different addressing scheme during

run time than is typically accommodated by the shared firmware modules

( 1 10, 118). As discussed below, this difference in addressing can be

addressed by the inclusion of a translation library class (130).

[0024] Figs. 2A and 2B show one example of principles that can be used

to accommodate different platform dependencies without modification of the

shared firmware modules. Fig. 2A is a diagram of one implementation for

defining dependencies with a null library and associating the null library with a

shared firmware module. Fig. 2B is a flow chart of one example of method for

accommodating different platform dependencies without modification of the

shared firmware modules. In one example, a firmware developer uses EDK I I

(a UEFI development environment) to assign shared module dependencies for

a certain platform without modifying the shared module itself. The additional

dependencies for executing the shared firmware on a new hardware platform

that are not currently present in the software can be determined or may be

already known.

[0025] To accommodate the additional platform dependencies, a null

library is created (block 200). For example, the null library may be a null EDK

I I library. The null library is not named and has no executable source code

other than a dummy entry point function.

[0026] The dependencies for the null library are added to the null library's

build file (block 202). In one implementation, the build file is an INF file and

the additional dependencies for the null EDK I I library are added to the

[DEPEX] (dependency expression) section of the INF file. These additional

dependencies are added to accommodate specific platform characteristics of

the computing platform that uses the shared module.



[0027] The null library is associated with a shared firmware module that

depends o the null library dependencies for successful execution (block 204).

This association can be accomplished by creating an association between the

shared firmware module and the null library in a platform specific DSC file.

This allows the association to be formed without modifying the shared module.

An example of code related to a null library in a DSC file is given below.

Example: [Components.X64]

MdeModulePkg/Core/Dxe/DxeMain.inf {

<LibraryClasses>

NULL|MdeModulePkg/Library/DxeCrc32GuidedSectionExtractLib

/DxeCrc32GuidedSectionExtractLib.inf

# Rigel

NULL|HpServiceProcessorPkg/Library/CfwEfiLoadedLib

/CfwEfiLoadedLib .inf

[0028] In some implementations, the null library can only be specified as

part of a DSC override for a given module. Additionally there may be a

requirement for the null library to be associated with a specific component.

This may prevent the null library from being used as a common library class.

[0029] The association between the null library and shared module cause

the module to inherit/incorporate the DEPEX properties from the null library

without modification of the shared module. This method allows firmware

developers to use shared modules for multiple platforms, while allowing each

shared module to retain its own set of dependencies. It does this without the

use of preprocessor directives or other conditional code that makes the

reference code difficult to maintain. The build file, null library, and shared

firmware module are executed by a computer processor on the computing

platform to impose the null library dependencies on the execution of the

firmware module (block 206). The null library dependencies are typically

executed prior to executing the shared firmware module that depends on the

null library dependencies.



[0030] Fig. 3 is a flowchart showing one method for accommodating

different addressing systems in firmware while sharing firmware modules. As

discussed above, different computing platforms may use different addressing

systems. For example, in an x86 computing platform, the addressing during

boot is a physical addressing mode and the addressing during runtime is a

virtual addressing mode. One or more of the firmware modules is used to

translate a virtual address received from the operating system during run time

to a physical address so that the firmware can issue the correct instructions to

the hardware to read/write the target data. In contrast, the Itanium computing

platform allows for both the physical addressing mode and virtual addressing

mode to be used by the operating system during run time.

[0031] For example, to execute runtime services, the UEFI needs access

to appropriate memory addresses. Memory addresses are stored in data types

called pointers. For example, if the operating system sends a request to the

UEFI to set the time on the real-time clock, the UEFI needs to have access to

a pointer to the real-time clock in order to send commands. Issues arise,

however, when support for runtime services for different CPU architectures

are considered. As discussed above, different processors may utilize different

sets of addressing modes. In the case of both x86 and Itanium architectures

the firmware uses the physical addressing mode and then when the UEFI

passes control to the operating system physical address pointers are

converted to the equivalent virtual address pointers. The System Abstraction

Layer (SAL) specification, however, requires support for Itanium systems to

use both physical and virtual address pointers for runtime services. The UEFI

for Itanium systems must maintain a set of the original physical address

pointers in addition to the equivalent virtual address pointers.

[0032] Current industry practice dictates that two sets of libraries and/or

modules are defined to handle this discrepancy. The result is that large

portions of source code are duplicated to support a small difference in

functionality. Further, if future architectures support additional addressing

modes, even more source code would need to be duplicated, thus

compounding the costs and maintenance associated with maintaining several



sets of code, as described above. It would be desirable to isolate address

handling in runtime services source code.

[0033] In one example, the virtual address handling in the runtime

services source code can be isolated by creating a new EDK I I library class

(block 300) that returns the current value of the address. The address is

received from the operating system, but the shared firmware modules do not

natively support the addressing scheme used by the operating

system/computing platform. For example, the shared firmware modules may

expect to receive virtual addresses, but the operating system supplies (in

some instances) hardware addresses. The entry point function of the library

installs UEFI event handlers to adjust/translate the address during boot (for

example, when the operating system executes "SetVirtualAddressMap").

[0034] When adding a new processor architecture, the new library

classes and associated libraries for the new processor architecture are

implemented. The platform DSC build file, which includes a reference to the

new library class, is created (block 302). The platform DSC build file and

libraries in the new library class, together with any other shared firmware

modules, are transferred to the ROM of the computing platform (block 304).

The platform specific DSC build file, new library class, and shared modules

are executed by the computing platform to correctly address target locations in

the addressing scheme that is not natively supported by the shared firmware

modules (block 306). This allows the firmware to accommodate additional

processor architectures, avoid impact to existing platforms, and minimizes the

risk/effort in adding new processor architectures.

[0035] By using libraries to handle differences of between address modes

used by a particular processor architecture during runtime services, more

source code may be shared so that maintaining multiple sets of source code

may be avoided. Additional architectures can be supported while avoiding

impacts to existing platforms. This also helps minimize the work needed to

support additional architectures.

[0036] The principles described above relate to methods that can be

applied to firmware modules and source trees to improve the abstraction of



different types of platforms. For example, a null library allows each platform to

add additional dependencies to share a module (delay its execution) while

avoiding platform specific modifications to the shared module. Other

principles include improving runtime virtual address translation support across

multiple process architectures. For example, these principles could be applied

to general EDK I I source trees.

[0037] The principles described herein may be embodied as a system,

method or computer program product. The principles may take the form of an

entirely hardware implementation, an implementation combining software and

hardware aspects, or an implementation that includes a computer program

product that includes one or more computer readable storage medium(s)

having computer readable program code embodied thereon. Examples (a non-

exhaustive list) of the computer readable storage medium would include the

following: a portable computer diskette, a hard disk, a random access memory

(RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable programmable read-only

memory (EPROM or Flash memory), a portable compact disc read-only

memory (CD-ROM), an optical storage device, a magnetic storage device, or

any suitable combination of the foregoing. In the context of this document, a

computer readable storage medium may be any tangible medium that can

contain, or store a program for use by or in connection with an instruction

execution system, apparatus, or device.

[0038] The preceding description has been presented only to illustrate

and describe examples of the principles described. This description is not

intended to be exhaustive or to limit these principles to any precise form

disclosed. Many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above

teaching.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for extensible firmware abstraction comprising:

creating a null library with a build file;

adding null library dependencies to the null library's build file;

associating the null library with a shared firmware module that depends

on the null library dependencies for successful execution; and

executing, by a computer processor, the build file, the null library, and

the shared firmware module to impose the null library dependencies on

execution of the shared firmware module.

2 . The method of claim 1, in which the null library is not named and has

no executable source code other than a dummy entry point function.

3 . The method of claim 1, in which the null library is an EDK I I library.

4 . The method of claim 1, in which adding the null library dependencies to

a section of the null library's build file comprises adding the null library

dependencies to a dependency section of an INF build file.

5 . The method of claim 1, further comprising, prior to creating the null

library, determining additional dependencies for executing the shared firmware

module on a new hardware platform that are not currently present in firmware.

6 . The method of claim 1, in which associating the null library with a

shared firmware module comprises associating the null library with the shared

firmware module by editing an existing DSC build file.



7 . The method of claim 1, in which executing the build file, null library,

and shared firmware module comprise executing the null library dependencies

prior to executing the shared firmware module that depends on the null library

dependencies.

8 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

creating a new library class that returns a current value of an address

for a computing platform with an addressing scheme not natively supported by

shared firmware modules;

create a platform specific DSC build file that includes reference to the

new library class;

transferring the platform specific DSC build file, libraries in the new

library class and the shared firmware modules to ROM of the computing

platform; and

executing, by the computer processor in the computing platform, the

platform specific DSC build file, libraries within the new library class, and

shared modules to address target locations identified by the addressing

scheme.

9 . A method for extensible firmware abstraction comprising:

creating a new library class that returns the current value of an address

for a computing platform with an addressing scheme not natively supported by

shared firmware modules;

create a platform specific DSC build file that includes reference to the

new library class;

transferring the platform specific DSC build file, libraries in the new

library class and shared firmware modules to ROM of the computing platform;

and

executing, by a processor in the computing platform, the platform

specific DSC build file, libraries within the new library class, and shared

modules to address target locations in the addressing scheme that is not

natively supported by the shared firmware modules.



10. The method of claim 9 , in which the addressing scheme that is not

natively supported by the shared firmware modules comprises runtime virtual

mode addressing.

11. A computing platform comprising:

a processor;

nonvolatile memory accessible to the processor;

firmware comprising machine readable instructions stored in the

nonvoltatile memory, the machine readable instructions for execution by the

processor, the machine readable instructions comprising:

shared modules with an incomplete set of execution dependencies

or incomplete addressing scheme for successful execution by the computing

platform; and

platform specific library modules that supply additional

dependencies or an additional addressing scheme for successful execution by

the shared modules without modification of the shared modules.

12. The computing platform of claim 11, in which the platform specific

library modules comprise a null library with no executable source code other

than a dummy entry point function.

13 . The computing platform of claim 12 , in which the firmware further

comprises an INF build file for the null library with a dependency section,

wherein the dependency section comprises an additional dependency.

14. The computing platform of claim 13, in which the firmware further

comprises a DSC file associating the null library with a shared module such

that the shared module inherits the additional dependency from the null library.



15. The computing platform of claim 11, in which the platform specific

library modules comprise a translation library class to return a current value of

an address for the computing platform with an addressing scheme not natively

supported by shared firmware modules.
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